ATIS Glossary

Dynamic System Property:

atisDynamicProperties

(Dynamic system properties are those properties that are part of the theory and describe
patterns in time as change occurs within a system or between a system and its negasystem.)

Dynamic Properties:
The dynamic properties are defined by the transition functions that change the properties of the
system or describe the state of the system over time.

Feed-Function Schema. The “feed-” functions, fF; that is, fI, fO, fT, fB, fS, fN, and fE, are defined as
follows:

fF: Xp Yp | fF(x) = y.
Xp and Yp are the corresponding “-put” sets defined for each function. For example,
fI: Tp Ip | fI(x) = y.

-Put Set Schema. For all of the “–put” sets, P; that is, TP, IP, FP, OP, and SP, and the qualifier
sets, L and L ’, a time function, t, is defined from the product set of a “-put” set and its
corresponding qualifier set into the real numbers, R.
PP (t): PP L  R = PPR ; or PP (t): PP L ’ R = PPR
For example, TP (t): TP L  R = TPR ; or IP (t): IP L ’ R = IPR.

-Put Entropy Function Schema. For L R and L ’R a “-put” entropy function, H|P, is defined
that maps each qualifier set restricted by PP into H, as follows:
H|P: L|PPR  H; such that, H|PP (Lx|t) = H(x|t) = .
 is the entropy of Lx|t; that is L at time t for x. For example,
H|TP: L|TPR  H; such that, H|TP (Lx|t) = H(x|t) = .
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State-Transition Function Schema. Then the state-transition function, , is defined by the
following composition:
x(H|PP  PP (t)  fF) =  = 0  x fF(PP).

The dynamic properties are shown in the diagram below.
As seen, the dynamic properties are: feedin, feedstore, feedout, feedintra, feedthrough, feedenviron,
and feedback.
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